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A Pearl Harbor Survivor's Exposé On
Pride, Prejudice And Prostitutes
Uses documents from the Naval Historical
Center to reassess the war in the Pacific
and reveal the long history of conflict
between Japanese imperialism and American
"manifest destiny"
Includes history of bills and resolutions.
In Volume 5, the United States officially
enters the war. Highlights of this actionfilled volume include: Minute-by-minute
detail of Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor;
Japanese attacks on Wake Island, Luzon,
Hong Kong, Malaya, Burma, etc., early
attacks by US Navy subs in the Pacific;
Russian Black Sea Fleet landing troops in
the Crimea; continuing naval struggle in
the Mediterranean; German U-boat attacks
along the US Atlantic coast; Japanese
attacks on US Pacific coast; AmericanBritish-Dutch-Australian Command battles
the superior forces of the Imperial
Japanese Navy; and the Battle of the Java
Sea and the Battle of Sunda Strait.
Tax Reform Act of 1975
Pearl Harbor to Guadalcanal
Hiroshima
Monthly Catalog of United States
Government Publications
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My Journey through Pearl Harbor and the
World of War
Southwest Cultural Resources Center
Professional Papers
On 7 December 1941, an armada of 354 Japanese
warplanes launched a surprise attack on the
United States, killing 2,403 people and
forcing America's entry into the Second World
War. With vivid prose and astonishing detail,
Craig Nelson combines thrilling historical
drama with individual concerns and
experiences, following an ensemble of
sailors, soldiers, pilots, diplomats,
admirals, generals, the emperor and the
president. Unmatched in breadth and depth,
Pearl Harbor: From Infamy to Greatness in a
portrait of the terror, chaos, violence and
tragedy of the attack that would prove to be
a turning point of the war.
On March 18, 1942, barely one hundred days
after Japan’s devastating “surprise attack”
on the United States Navy’s Pacific Fleet
based at Pearl Harbor, a group of American
soldiers were guarding a beach on the north
shore of the Hawaiian island of Oahu against
an expected Japanese amphibious invasion. The
atmosphere was tense. Suddenly, a gunshot
shattered the almost perfect silence of that
tropical night. In its aftermath, one young
American soldier lay dead not far from the
beach he was guarding. But who was he? And
what were the circumstances which had led to
his tragic death? The Shadow of Sacrifice
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answers these questions and, in the process,
tells the compelling and poignant story of
the way in which that single gunshot has
echoed down through the generations of one
typical American family. Here is a mystery, a
tragedy, a kind of love-story, a tale of
survival and transformation, and the
unfolding record of promises made and kept.
The young American soldier who died
mysteriously on that Hawaiian beach in 1942
was my beloved uncle, Private First Class
Donald Joseph John Deignan, for whom I was
proudly named. Our lives have always been
closely and positively connected. Here, just
in time for the 75th Anniversary of the Pearl
Harbor Attack, is a thorough examination of
the unbreakable and mutually beneficial bonds
of love and loyalty which still unite us
today. Veterans and their families, Babyboomers, immigrants and people with
disabilities will all find themselves
reflected in our particular story.
Once again it's time to roam the country by
car, bike, boat, plane, and foot-- perhaps
minus a wounded toe. Make your reservation to
join Senator and Wendy V as they tackle a
6,000-mile spread of the United States. Don't
be overwhelmed; you just need an occasionally
accurate map, comfortable shoes, about half
of the alphabet, and a sense of humor.
They'll be happy to have you ride along. Just
tell 'em Lyin' Jimmy sent you!
Forty Years and Forty Fathoms
Encyclopedia of the Veteran in America [2
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volumes]
The U.S.-Japanes Naval War 1941-1945
History of U.S. Marine Corps Operations in
World War II.: Pearl Harbor to Guadalcanal,
by F. O. Hough, V. E. Ludwig and H. I. Shaw,
Jr
Everything You Always Wanted to Know about
Watergate
General Management Plan

Gas Masks and Palm Trees: My Wartime Hawaii
belongs on bookshelves next to books about the
cause and effects of the December 7th attack. It
paints a concise picture of changes that occurred
on Oahu after the attack on Pearl Harbor. I continue
the saga where others have left off. My personal
chronological account of conditions and changes
that took place have been recorded on paper for all
to read. I was attending high school before
December 7th, 1941. In July of 1942 I left school
temporarily to work in a U S Navy office at Pearl
Harbor. My position was unique and rewarding. I
was responsible for correcting Secret, Restricted
and Confidential publications that were distributed
to U S and British Pacific ships and stations; I was
exposed to two worlds in a wartime atmosphere. As
a member of the USO Flying Squadron, I met and
danced with servicemen from practically every state
in the Union. One of the dances was held in a
remote area for Carlson's Marine Raiders, where I
met the famous Evans Carlson and Second in
Command, Col. James Roosevelt, the President's
son. Life was an adventure for a young girl growing
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up in wartime Hawaii. We were far outnumbered by
young males. I don't believe that there is anyone
else who has written a chronological account of
events that happened in wartime Hawaii without
additional stories from others. This is my story
alone and how conditions and changes affected my
life. Though Hawaii was never the same after the
War, there were some things that remained the
same. That was the difference between gas masks
and palm trees. I try to picture the Hawaii that will
survive forever.
Pearl Harbor will long stand out in mens minds as
an example of the results of basic unpreparedness
of a peace loving nation, of highly efficient
treacherous surprise attack and of the resulting
unification of America into a single tidal wave of
purpose to victory. Therefore, all will be interested
in this unique narrative by Admiral Wallin. The Navy
has long needed a succinct account of the salvage
operations at Pearl Harbor that miraculously
resurrected what appeared to be a forever shattered
fleet. Admiral Wallin agreed to undertake the job. He
was exactly the right man for it _ in talent, in
perception, and in experience. He had served
intimately with Admiral Nimitz and with Admiral
Halsey in the South Pacific, has commanded three
different Navy Yards, and was a highly successful
Chief of the Bureau of Ships. On 7 December 1941
the then Captain Wallin was serving at Pearl Harbor.
He witnessed the events of that shattering and
unifying "Day of Infamy." His mind began to race at
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high speeds at once on the problems and means of
getting the broken fleet back into service for its
giant task. Unless the United States regained
control of the sea, even greater disaster loomed.
Without victory at sea, tyranny soon would surely
rule all Asia and Europe. In a matter of time it would
surely rule the Americas. Captain Wallin salvaged
most of the broken Pearl Harbor fleet that went on
to figure prominently in the United States Navys
victory. So the account he masterfully tells covers
what he masterfully accomplished. The United
States owes him an unpayable debt for this high
service among many others in his long career.
Untitled Document Jared Scott: Some love him and
some hate him. Unfortunately, there's a lot more in
the second group than the first. There's the traitor,
Trazer, whose ear Jared shot off in Viet Nam;
Korbler, his incompetent CIA boss; and of course
there's the three gals from the Honolulu First Baptist
Church choir he got pregnant-he left them all
holding the (diaper) bag. But the hate that hurts the
most is from his mother, who has never forgiven him
for killing his brother, albeit accidently. Throw in
some PTSD and manic-depressive tendencies and
you've got a candidate for Loser of the Year.
Actually, Loser of the Decade. Enter Lori, a beautiful
young woman with a big heart and bad judgment.
She thinks he can be "fixed," if she loves him
enough, a prospect that terrifies Jared almost as
much as Trazer's quest for revenge. In fact, Jared is
mentally lacing up his emotional escape track shoes
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when the unbelievable happens-Lori's father
inexplicably shoots to death a Japanese tourist. Bad
enough under any circumstances, but her father
also happens to be the newly elected Governor of
Hawaii. Lori's biting challenge to Jared's run-away
mentality brings out the best in him as he reluctantly
plunges into a dark underworld of white slavery, war
crimes and a secret so shocking it will change
history if exposed. Set in 1980 Honolulu, Forty Years
and Forty Fathoms is a mystery thriller about a
man's redemption and a woman's utter sacrifice of
her honor. Cass Howell is a retired Marine officer
and the son of a Pearl Harbor survivor. His
doctorate is from the University of Southern
California and he is currently a Professor of
Aeronautical Science at the Daytona Campus of
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. Besides
cruising coast-to-coast by motorcycle, he holds an
aviation world speed record for a closed course and
in 2006, he summited Mt. Kilimanjaro, in Tanzania,
Africa.
Unfinished Histories and the Work of Remembrance
The Final Report Revealed
Kimmel, Short, and Pearl Harbor
International Handbook of Traumatic Stress
Syndromes
Pearl Harbor
World War II Sea War, Vol 5: Air Raid Pearl Harbor.
This Is Not a Drill

This is the story of how casual Tuesday meetings about
friendship, leadership, mentoring, parenting, and
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marriage--and the sacred thread through it all--led to an
intimate relationship with Jesus Christ. When Dianne
Derby arrived as a news anchor in Colorado Springs,
she was hungry for approval, affirmation, and
connections. She raced from one event to the next,
capturing stories and sound bites. Everything changed
when she met centenarian Jim Downing at a luncheon
for World War II veterans. At the time, Jim was the
second-oldest living survivor of Pearl Harbor. Jim asked
Dianne an important question: "Would you like to meet
the most fulfilled person you'll ever know? You're
looking at him." Dianne and Jim began meeting on
Tuesdays, where eventually she invited her followers
into their dialogues with dozens of videos on Facebook
Live, where viewers could learn from Jim just as she
had. With thousands of views, the chats struck a chord
with people who were hungry for a meaningful life. Over
the course of five years, Jim Downing taught Dianne
Derby to slow down; to embrace only what is true, real,
and good; and to live a life of significance. She delivered
the eulogy at his funeral, a memorial service that was
broadcast for the world. His lessons live on in her
stories, her friendships, and the significance of her work
as a journalist, a mother, a wife, and a follower of
Christ.
The New York Times bestselling memoir of survival and
heroism at Pearl Harbor “An unforgettable story of
unfathomable courage.” —Reader’s Digest In this, the
first memoir by a USS Arizona sailor, Donald Stratton
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delivers an inspiring and unforgettable eyewitness
account of the Pearl Harbor attack and his remarkable
return to the fight. At 8:10 a.m. on December 7, 1941,
Seaman First Class Donald Stratton was consumed by
an inferno. A million pounds of explosives had
detonated beneath his battle station aboard the USS
Arizona, barely fifteen minutes into Japan’s surprise
attack on American forces at Pearl Harbor. Near death
and burned across two thirds of his body, Don, a
nineteen-year-old Nebraskan who had been steeled by
the Great Depression and Dust Bowl, summoned the will
to haul himself hand over hand across a rope tethered to
a neighboring vessel. Forty-five feet below, the harbor’s
flaming, oil-slick water boiled with enemy bullets; all
around him the world tore itself apart. In this
extraordinary, never-before-told eyewitness account of
the Pearl Harbor attack—the only memoir ever written by
a survivor of the USS Arizona—ninety-four-year-old
veteran Donald Stratton finally shares his unforgettable
personal tale of bravery and survival on December 7,
1941, his harrowing recovery, and his inspiring
determination to return to the fight. Don and four other
sailors made it safely across the same line that morning,
a small miracle on a day that claimed the lives of 1,177
of their Arizona shipmates—approximately half the
American fatalaties at Pearl Harbor. Sent to military
hospitals for a year, Don refused doctors’ advice to
amputate his limbs and battled to relearn how to walk.
The U.S. Navy gave him a medical discharge, believing
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he would never again be fit for service, but Don had
unfinished business. In June 1944, he sailed back into
the teeth of the Pacific War on a destroyer, destined for
combat in the crucial battles of Leyte Gulf, Luzon, and
Okinawa, thus earning the distinction of having been
present for the opening shots and the final major battle
of America’s Second World War. As the seventy-fifth
anniversary of the Pearl Harbor attack approaches,
Don, a great-grandfather of five and one of six living
survivors of the Arizona, offers an unprecedentedly
intimate reflection on the tragedy that drew America into
the greatest armed conflict in history. All the Gallant
Men is a book for the ages, one of the most
remarkable—and remarkably inspiring—memoirs of any
kind to appear in recent years. *Library Journal
Kill Without Remorse follows the adventures of a TV
newsman who exposes drug trafficking in the San
Francisco Bay area. He experiences tragedy at the
hands of the Mexican Mafia and fights to avenge the
death of his sister and wife.
My Wartime Hawaii
Memorializing Pearl Harbor
Congressional Record Index
A Guide to State Programs
United States Code
Why, How, Fleet Salvage and Final Appraisal
Provides veterans, their families, and those interested in veterans'
issues a simple guide to the various programs available through the
50 states and the District of Columbia.
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“A valuable reexamination” (Booklist, starred review) of the event
that changed twentieth-century America—Pearl Harbor—based on
years of research and new information uncovered by a New York
Times bestselling author. The America we live in today was born,
not on July 4, 1776, but on December 7, 1941, when an armada of
354 Japanese warplanes supported by aircraft carriers, destroyers,
and midget submarines suddenly and savagely attacked the United
States, killing 2,403 men—and forced America’s entry into World
War II. Pearl Harbor: From Infamy to Greatness follows the sailors,
soldiers, pilots, diplomats, admirals, generals, emperor, and
president as they engineer, fight, and react to this stunningly
dramatic moment in world history. Beginning in 1914, bestselling
author Craig Nelson maps the road to war, when Franklin D.
Roosevelt, then the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, attended the
laying of the keel of the USS Arizona at the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
Writing with vivid intimacy, Nelson traces Japan’s leaders as they
lurch into ultranationalist fascism, which culminates in their scheme
to terrify America with one of the boldest attacks ever waged.
Within seconds, the country would never be the same. Backed by a
research team’s five years of work, as well as Nelson’s thorough reexamination of the original evidence assembled by federal
investigators, this page-turning and definitive work “weaves
archival research, interviews, and personal experiences from both
sides into a blow-by-blow narrative of destruction liberally
sprinkled with individual heroism, bizarre escapes, and equally
bizarre tragedies” (Kirkus Reviews). Nelson delivers all the terror,
chaos, violence, tragedy, and heroism of the attack in stunning
detail, and offers surprising conclusions about the tragedy’s
unforeseen and resonant consequences that linger even today.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings
and debates of the United States Congress. It is published daily
when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record began
publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded
in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United
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States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress
(1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
USS Arizona Memorial and Pearl Harbor national historic landmark
Summary : Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area, Middle
Delaware National Scenic and Recreational River, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania
Gas Masks and Palm Trees
How to Draw a Map of the Forest
Pacific Campaign

War is uncomfortable for Christians, and
worldwide war is unfamiliar for today’s
generations. Jim Downing reflects on his
illustrious military career, including his
experience during the bombing of Pearl
Harbor, to show how we can be people of
faith during troubled times. The natural
human impulse is to run from attack. Jim
Downing—along with countless other
soldiers and sailors at Pearl Harbor on
December 7, 1941—ran toward it, fighting
to rescue his fellow navy men, to protect
loved ones and civilians on the island,
and to find the redemptive path forward
from a devastating war. We are protected
from war these days, but there was a time
when war was very present in our lives,
and in The Other Side of Infamy we learn
from a veteran of Pearl Harbor and World
War II what it means to follow Jesus into
and through every danger, toil, and snare.
This large 396 page book contains 159
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newspaper plus 79 newsletter columns
published from 1994 to 2018 covering major
issues of seven presidential terms, some
of which persist or have recurred. They go
to the heart of the issues. Some offer
practical solutions still relevant today
to stop the enveloping socialism of the
liberal extremists - the antithesis of the
democratic republic created by the
constitution.1/3 deal with federal
duplicated or ineffective programs,
wasteful spending, unfair taxes, excess
regulation, energy and environmental
policies and executive orders. 1/3 cover
California state, county and city "tax and
spend" excesses, anti-business and antijob over-regulation, and environmental
extremism. Several are relevant to other
states and cities. Issues include Social
Security, health care, national debt,
border porousness and immigration, defense
and security, Free World stability, peace
and leadership. 1/3 present unique nonpolitical information.
A collection of local history on New
Jersey from prehistory to twentieth
century
Pearl Harbor Survivors
The Underside of New Jersey History
All the Gallant Men
Congressional Record
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Proceedings and Debates of the ...
Congress
But Were Afraid to Ask
Over 100 researchers from 16 countries
contribute to the first comprehensive
handbook on post-traumatic stress disorder.
Eight major sections present information on
assessment, measurement, and research
protocols for trauma related to war veterans,
victims of torture, children, and the aged.
Clinicians and researchers will find it an
indispensible reference, touching on such
disciplines and psychiatry, psychology,
social work, counseling, sociology,
neurophysiology, and political science.
"This book presents the complete report
issued by the investigators; added commentary
by Fred Borch and Daniel Martinez will help
readers understand what it all means. Borch
was the Army's representative on the team
that conducted the investigation and one of
three writers of the report. His firsthand
knowledge contributes significantly to the
analysis presented here."--BOOK JACKET.
Target: Pearl Harbor takes a fresh look at
the air raid that plunged America into World
War II by scrutinizing the decisions and
attitudes that prompted the attack and left
the United States unprepared to mount a
successful defense. The core of the book
concerns the events of December 7, 1941, as
seen through the eyes of participants, both
American and Japanese, military and civilian.
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The author's use of contemporary documents
and interviews with survivors has enabled him
to present a vivid and evocative picture of
that day.
Concerns of Police Survivors - Cops (Limited)
Hearings Before the Committee on Finance,
United States Senate, Ninety-fourth Congress,
Second Session, on H.R. 10612 ...
THE SHADOW OF SACRIFICE
Politically - Uncorrect: Twentythree Years as
Conservative Columnists A Compilation of 238
Columns
Target
Kill Without Remorse

This book is written about a Light Cruiser
that was heavily involved in the Solomon's
in the far Pacific. It seemed that she was
indestructable and possessed of a charmed
life. Time after time when trouble struck
and it seemed that disaster lurked in the
wings the angel of death passed over her.
But those who repeatedly tempt fate are
destined to reap a bitter harvest. It
happened after the Enemy had been driven
off the Island of Guadalcanal and had
retired to the Island of New Georgia to
make a desperate stand. But the United
States Military Forces were not to be
denied the Fruits of Final Victory. Fierce
nocturnal Fights erupted at Night in the
Sea around the Island of New Georgia. And
it was on one of these terrible nights in
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a God Forsaken stretch of Water the
Natives called Kula Gulf that the Helena's
charmed life came to an end. The first
Torpedo tore off her bow; two more
torpedoes broke her hull in two pieces and
put her on the bottom. About 176 men
perished in the sinking. Another 760 were
cast into the sea. Two destroyer picked up
about 500 of them and fled the scene to be
out of reach of the Japanese dive bombers
before dawn began to light up the eastern
sky. This book is about the rescue of the
remaining crew members who remained in the
dark murky waters of Kula Gulf. These
unfortunate men had no assurance that they
would ever be rescued. Many of them spent
what seemed to be endless hours tortured
by thirst; plagued by the pain of burns
and other injuries that exposed raw flesh
to the Salt Water. It was a hellish
situation if there ever was one. From time
to time another and another gave up the
fight to survive and sank below the sea to
rise no more. Here they were cast into the
dark waters right at the enemies doorstep.
But their salvation was waiting in the
wings as the valor and devotion to their
fellow comrades decided the issue. Like
the Cavalry of Old charging across the
prairie with the Bugles Shrill notes
blowing the Charge the remaining destoyers
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at Guadalcanal came to their rescue. This
in the final analysis is the incredible
Story of that Valiant Rescue.
On December 7, 1941, Japan waged a
surprise attack on the United States Naval
Base at Pearl Harbor. It was a major
victory for the Japanese Navy, which in
less than two hours destroyed 188 American
planes, damaged another 159, and sunk or
seriously damaged 18 U.S. warships. The
battleships Arizona and Oklahoma were
sunk. The battleships California, West
Virginia and Tennessee were badly damaged
and would not rejoin the United States
fleet for months. Over 2,400 American
military personnel were killed and 1,178
were wounded. The Japanese lost 29 planes
and pilots, five midget submarines and one
large sub with their crews. Here are 24
personal accounts of servicemen who
survived the attack on Pearl Harbor. These
accounts cover in detail the location of
each man and his experience during and
after the actual attack. Also included is
general information about Pearl Harbor.
Pearl Harbor SurvivorsAn Oral History of
24 ServicemenMcFarland
A Tale of Incredible Courage
The True Story of a Pearl Harbor Survivor
and his Nephew and Namesake
Jerseyana
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The Other Side of Infamy
An Oral History of 24 Servicemen
An American Sailor's Firsthand Account of
Pearl Harbor
Memorializing Pearl Harbor examines the challenge of representing
history at the site of the attack that brought America into World War
II. Analyzing moments in which history is re-presented—in
commemorative events, documentary films, museum design, and
educational programming—Geoffrey M. White shows that the
memorial to the Pearl Harbor bombing is not a fixed or singular
institution. Rather, it has become a site in which many histories are
performed, validated, and challenged. In addition to valorizing
military service and sacrifice, the memorial has become a place where
Japanese veterans have come to seek recognition and reconciliation,
where Japanese Americans have sought to correct narratives of racial
mistrust, and where Native Hawaiians have challenged their ongoing
erasure from their own land. Drawing on extended ethnographic
fieldwork, White maps these struggles onto larger controversies about
public history, museum practices, and national memory.
On August 6, 1945, Hiroshima was destroyed by the first atom bomb
ever dropped on a city. This book, John Hersey's journalistic
masterpiece, tells what happened on that day. Told through the
memories of survivors, this timeless, powerful and compassionate
document has become a classic "that stirs the conscience of humanity"
(The New York Times). Almost four decades after the original
publication of this celebrated book, John Hersey went back to
Hiroshima in search of the people whose stories he had told. His
account of what he discovered about them is now the eloquent and
moving final chapter of Hiroshima.
A comprehensive encyclopedia that describes the experiences of
American veterans from the Revolutionary War to the present. •
Presents essays from 30 contributing scholars from a variety of
disciplines, many who are themselves veterans • Contains 35 primary
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documents, including poems by and about and tributes to veterans,
recent Congressional testimony by veterans about their problems, and
descriptions of their activities • Offers a timeline of relevant events,
including founding dates of major veterans organizations and dates of
major veterans legislation • Provides illustrations of veterans engaging
in political or ceremonial activity and illustrations of monuments and
memorials • Includes a bibliography of both general items and those
relevant for each war/conflict
What a Pearl Harbor Survivor Taught Me about Life, Love, and Faith
Marines
Submerged Cultural Resources Study
Veteran's Benefits
Rescue of the Helena Survivors in World War Ii
United States Naval Medical Bulletin
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